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Why read on?

How are investors’ priorities and 
practices changing when it comes 
to ESG investing, sustainability and 
impact? What are today’s key ESG 
implementation challenges?

Seeking clarity on the issues, we surveyed 256 
investors around the globe – ESG advocates and 
cynics alike – representing approximately $7 trillion in 
assets. Their responses provide new insight on:

ESG as “impact”. 
Investors are increasingly moving towards thinking 
about ESG in terms of the environmental, social and 
governance impact that their investments – directly 
or indirectly – generate. This includes a massive 
rise in carbon data gathering (p.11), SDG mapping 
(p.12), use of specific “impact investment strategies” 
and the collection of impact data (p.15-18). In the 
active engagement sphere, asset managers are 
increasingly being judged on examples of successful 
change rather than whether they simply exercised 
their votes (p.23).

ESG as a total-portfolio subject. 
The study reveals not just the prevalence of 
ESG integration across a wide range of asset 
classes (p.14) but the increasingly broad range of 
approaches that investors are using in each asset 
class (p.15-18). Screening, ESG integration, impact 
investing, thematic investing and active engagement 
are all becoming significantly more popular across 
equities, bonds and illiquid strategies.

ESG as “data”. 
Many of investors’ biggest challenges revolve around 
the difficulty of obtaining consistent, standardised 
ESG data across different asset managers and 
asset classes (page 9-10). This third point is crucially 
aligned with the first two: understanding portfolio 
impact and managing ESG issues effectively 
across the whole portfolio both require substantial 
standardisation of data.

2021 brings new strides in this space. This is true 
at the investor and investment portfolio level, as 
revealed by data in this report – such as the large 
numbers “actively considering” new steps on pages 
15-18. It is also true at the policy and regulator 
level: the year brings new legislation, regulation 
and statutory guidance, further expansion in the 
number of firms doing TCFD disclosures, the 
ongoing adoption of the EU Taxonomy introduced 
last year and COP 26 (the 26th UN Climate Change 
Conference of the Parties) with a more receptive US 
administration.

Yet this momentum, welcome though it is, should 
not obscure the roadblocks. Asset owners with 
increasingly well-defined objectives around ESG face 
serious challenges when seeking to deliver against 
those objectives, across a wide range of asset 
classes, in a robust and cost-effective manner. Chief 
among them is the lack of progress on transparent, 
standardised data and reporting.

Various industry groups and bodies – including 
the Investment Consultants Sustainability Working 
Group (of which bfinance is a member) – are seeking 
to address this challenge. Yet diversity has been 
the order of the day. Competing ratings providers, 
competing index providers and competing asset 
managers that market ESG as part of the ‘special 
sauce’ are all incentivised to claim a differentiated 
and superior approach. The onus, investors say, is 
on legislators and regulators to take a more active 
lead here and do so in a more globally co-ordinated 
manner than has been seen to date.
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Highlights at a glance

32% 
of investors 
say that ESG issues are 
getting more focus from 
their investment team as a 
result of COVID-19, versus 
3% who say less.

46% are 
now assessing 
their portfolio’s 
carbon emissions, 
up from 13% three 
years ago and 28% 
one year ago. 

28% of investors 
(36% of pension funds) map 
their portfolios against the 
   UN SDGs,  
   up from 
   3% three 
   years ago.

63% of investors would 
be “unlikely” to hire an 
equity manager who is not 
a signatory of PRI. 

31% of investors 
would be “unlikely” to hire 
a hedge fund manager 
who lacked gender/ 
ethnic diversity.

60% “strongly 
agree” that ESG criteria are 
important when selecting 
managers, up from 41% in 
2018. 19% of investors have 
terminated a manager with 
ESG cited as a “primary/
major” factor.
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Highlights at a glance continued

30% 
of investors in real 
assets do thematic 
ESG investing, up from 
15% three years ago. 35% 
do impact investment 
in equities, up from 12% 
three years ago.

84% of investors 
say that getting consistent 
ESG reporting across asset 
managers / asset 
classes is a challenge.

51% 
of fixed income investors 
use negative screening 
in this asset class, up from 
29% three years ago.

24% 
of real asset 
investors 
and 
20% of private equity investors 
actively engage directly with 
investee companies - doubling 
in three years - although indirect 
engagement via asset managers 
remains the preeminent approach.

88% of investors in 
Equities note “high” or “partial” 
ESG integration in this asset 
class. Figures for other asset 
classes are lower but still 
substantial. 

82% of investors agree 
(35% “strongly agree”) that 
ESG integration will lead to 
outperformance in equities 
over the next three years, 
versus 70% (17%) in fixed 
income.
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Respondents

In December 2020, 256 senior 
staff at pension schemes, 
foundations, insurance firms, 
endowments, family offices and 
other ‘Asset Owners’ participated 
in this study. Together, they 
represent combined assets 
estimated at over US$7 trillion. 

Although the group includes a very small handful 
of ‘impact investors’, for whom ESG or impact 
considerations may outweigh financial ones, the vast 
majority (>99%) are driven by investment objectives 
first and foremost: non-financial objectives must exist 
in harmony with, or secondary to, financial ones. 

It’s also worth noting that the respondent group – 
as is often the case with thematic research – does 
exhibit a modest bias in favour of the subject 
(Figure 2).

FIGURE 1: DEMOGRAPHICS

FIGURE 2: HOW IMPORTANT ARE ESG CONSIDERATIONS TO YOUR INVESTMENT STRATEGY AND 
IMPLEMENTATION?

35%

46%

43%

39%

19%

12%

4%

2%This survey

Non-ESG survey,
June 2020

ESG considerations of minor importanceESG considerations of high importance
ESG considerations of no importanceESG considerations of moderate importance

Pension Fund

>US$25 billion

US$10-25 billion

US$1-10 billion

<US$1 billion51% 13%

52%

15%

21%

Insurer / healthcare
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endowment 10%

Family office 5%

Other 16%

Investor type Assets
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Asia Pacific
(inc. MidEast)North America

55% 28% 16%
Other
(Africa, LatAm)

1%

55% 28% 16% 1%
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Asia Pacific
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(Africa, LatAm)
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Part 1: Priorities

ESG overall importance  
Before analysing approaches, we asked investors 
to give a qualitative indication of whether ESG 
considerations are deemed “important” to their 
institution’s “investment strategy and implementation” 
– the same question shown in Figure 2 to indicate 
potential bias. Nearly half (46%) gave a strong 
affirmative, with a further 39% saying that ESG 
considerations are of “moderate importance”. 

This result was relatively consistent across different 
investor types but did differ significantly by size and 
region. Larger investors are considerably more likely 
to rate ESG considerations as highly important than 
their smaller counterparts, though the gap is less 
marked than it was in 2018. Meanwhile, European 
investors still tend to prioritise this subject more than 
their global counterparts; 30% of North American 
investors rate ESG considerations as being of 
“minor” or “no” importance (driven primarily by the 
US, where 45% of respondents fell in this camp). It’s 
interesting to note the very high proportion of Asia 
Pacific investors who rated ESG matters as being 
“somewhat” important: feedback reveals a focus 
on reputational risks and a desire to be in line with 
perceived ‘best practice’.

FIGURE 3: HOW IMPORTANT ARE ESG CONSIDERATIONS TO YOUR INVESTMENT STRATEGY AND 
IMPLEMENTATION? (ANALYSIS BY SIZE AND REGION)

All investors

>US$25 billion

US$10-25 billion

US$1-10 billion

<US$1 billion

Europe

Asia Pacific

North America

ESG considerations of minor importanceESG considerations of high importance
ESG considerations of no importanceESG considerations of moderate importance
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39%
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19%

15%

8%

4%

12%

4%

4%

2%

2%

2%

3%

Investors say:

“It’s more important now as there is 
good evidence to suggest that ESG 
integration into an investment process 
enhances risk adjusted returns. 
Our membership expects us to be 
considering ESG issues in whole of 
portfolio management so it’s very 
important.” Public Pension Fund, 
Australia

“ESG is a great initiative, but is 
currently massively overhyped relative 
to its appropriate weight in the 
investment process... and there is too 
much greenwashing.” Superannuation 
Fund, Australia
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Part 1: Priorities continued

COVID-19  
As the dramatic events of 2020 unfolded, fears that 
the pandemic would distract attention from ESG 
agendas proved to be unfounded. In reality, quite 
the opposite occurred: 32% of investors say that 
the pandemic has resulted in “more focus” on ESG 
issues; only 3% say less.

On a more fundamental level, the pandemic has 
highlighted fundamental ESG issues, particularly 
the ‘S’ and ‘G’ (Figure 5). Growing societal and 
socioeconomic inequalities – a key theme of the 21st 
century before the pandemic was upon us – have 
been heightened, with lockdowns disproportionately 
affecting those in low-paid or casual employment, 
ethnic minorities and the young. Political tensions have 
been stoked and social frustrations have become 
more evident, with the Black Lives Matter movement 

There are a range of factors at play here. Firstly, 
evidence of ESG managers and strategies 
outperforming, particularly in the rockiest portion of 
the year, received considerable press and industry 
attention.*1 Secondly, the rapid rebound of markets 
and subsequent strong returns driven by central 
bank action meant that performance pain was 
relatively short-lived.

adding fuel to diversity debates. Corporate governance 
has been tested, with employee engagement declining 
and controversies emerging around staffing, pay 
and conditions as firms sought to survive (or, in 
some cases, take advantage of) the crisis. On the 
environmental side, the decline in travel and pollution 
has led to interest in how some of the new practices 
may be retained, with a potential long-lasting impact 
on companies’Scope 3 emissions (e.g. business 
flights, commuting).

FIGURE 4: DO YOU BELIEVE THAT THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC HAS AFFECTED/ IS AFFECTING YOUR 
INVESTMENT TEAM’S FOCUS ON ESG ISSUES?

30%

24%

42%

49%

32%

5%

3%

70%

71%

58%

51%

65%All investors

>US$25 billion

US$10-25 billion

US$1-10 billion

<US$1 billion

Yes, ESG issues are receiving more focus as a result of the pandemic
Yes, ESG issues are receiving less focus as a result of the pandemic
No, the pandemic is having no effect on our focus on ESG issues

1 Readers should take care when interpreting ESG strategy outperformance, particularly given the negative association between 
ESG and Value factors and the positive association between ESG and Quality factors.

We asked: where is the investment industry not meeting your needs?

“The industry needs to come together on 
social issues in the same way it has for climate 
change. Increasing inequality is unsustainable 
in the long run, and this risk needs to be 
addressed.” Public Pension Fund, Australia

“Social factors - we note high attention to the 
environment and governance and low attention 
to social issues.” Corporate Pension Fund, Italy

“Action on diversity, equity & inclusion.” 
Endowment, USA
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Part 1: Priorities continued

Key challenges  
84% of investors are experiencing challenges in 
obtaining consistent ESG reporting across asset 
managers and asset classes, with 55% calling 
this a “major challenge”. Indeed, reporting-related 
problems dominate Figure 6, Including reporting 

on carbon emissions and other aspects of impact. 
Validating the investment case is still an issue 
for many; investors’ different beliefs around ESG 
and outperformance are illustrated on pages 18-
20. More than half of investors say that finding 
appropriate asset managers is a challenge.

FIGURE 5: HAS THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC AFFECTED/IS IT AFFECTING THE INVESTMENT TEAM’S APPROACH 
TO ENVIRONMENTAL, SOCIAL OR GOVERNANCE ISSUES? % OF RESPONDENTS INDICATING “YES”, OVERALL 
AND BY REGION

34%

44%

31%

35%

26%

45%

21%
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24%
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0%
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FIGURE 6: HOW CHALLENGING, IN YOUR OPINION, ARE THE FOLLOWING AT PRESENT?
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19%

32%

27%

41%

41%

55%

44%

36%

30%

39%

34%

37%

29%

33%

19%

10%

20%

6%

6%

13%

26%

29%

14%

22%

16%

9%Getting consistent ESG reporting from all
of our asset managers/asset classes

Reporting on portfolio carbon emissions

Reporting on other aspects of impact

Validating the "investment case" for ESG (i.e.
demonstrating that there is no performance sacrifice

to the satisfaction of relevant stakeholders)

Validating the "investment case" for impact investing or thematic
investing (i.e. demonstrating that there is no performance

sacrifice to the satisfaction of relevant stakeholders)

Gaining an understanding of new sectors/
asset classes for thematic ESG

Finding asset managers that fit our ESG approach

Major challenge Minor challenge Not challenging Not relevant

3 %
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Part 1: Priorities continued

We asked: where is the investment industry not meeting your needs?

Lack of standardised reporting. (Or, as one 
investor put it – “Reporting, Reporting, 
Reporting!!!”)

“There is a huge need for us all to be speaking 
the same language to inform stakeholders 
what is at risk. We need uniform measurement 
and ratings”

“[There should be] integration of reporting (e.g. 
WACI figures) and disclosure regulations (e.g. 
the information required on fund fact sheets). 
This would make comparative information 
easier to source because it would be in a 
consistent form (albeit maybe not consistent 
data) in a known place.”

“The main difficulty is the lack of consistency 
as the investment industry progresses; 
different ESG ratings providers have very 
different views of companies.”

“Implementing ESG is very costly. It should be 
standardized and open-sourced.”

“There’s too much information: we can’t see 
the wood for the trees.”

“Standardisation of ESG standards, clear 
methodologies, availability of ESG data in well-
known investment tools/providers.”

“Standard taxonomy of ESG Ratings”

“[It is hard to get] measurable results across 
asset classes, e.g. carbon emissions 
across an entire portfolio. Or social impact 
on all stakeholders, CEO pay vs low level 
employees, gender and racial diversity on 
boards…”

Impact and carbon reporting

“The industry’s focus is still primarily on 
process and outputs but needs to shift 
towards outcomes.”

“Outcomes-based reporting needs to develop”

“Timeliness of carbon reporting, especially in 
certain asset classes like Infrastructure.”

“Climate risk assessment – there’s a lack 
of data and quality to have a full integrated 
picture of all our investments.”

“Consistent scope 3 data, dedicated portfolio 
analysis tools from climate data providers.”

Validating the investment case

“Investment managers could provide more 
sophisticated reporting and research on how 
ESG/corporate governance impacts portfolio 
performance over various time periods”

“Proving the value-add of benchmarked 
passive strategies”

“The investment community in the US still 
seems less convinced of the added value.”

Key message: politicians and regulators could do more

Numerous investors expressed frustrations with the different regulations emerging around ESG matters – on 
the one hand more numerous and visible, on the other hand more regionally fragmented and, according to 
some voices, weak on key aspects such as methodology and data transparency. “Politics is a major barrier 
to having an effective strategy,” said one. Another expressed frustration at “inconsistencies among developed 
nations in terms of goals and policies”; recent years have seen the EU and others drifting apart on topics such 
as Greenhouse Gas emissions associated with investment products. 
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Part 1: Priorities continued

Carbon emissions 
We observe a major shift towards measuring 
portfolio carbon emissions or carbon intensity. Just 
13% of investors assessed overall carbon emissions 
relating to their portfolio more than three years ago; 
46% do so now (including new implementers) and a 
further third are “actively considering” it.

This is not an issue confined to the ESG adherents– 
50% of investors who stated that ESG issues were 
of “minor importance” to their investment strategy 
are “actively considering” it. It’s also worth noting 
that this is no longer a practice dominated by the 
largest investors: while the >US$25 billion crowd still 
lead the pack in terms of adoption, mid-sized asset 
owners have narrowed the gap substantially.

The desire to capture carbon footprint does not have 
to go hand in hand with a stated intention to reduce 
that footprint, but some investors did flag objectives 
around emissions reduction (such as “net zero” 
or alignment with the Paris Accord). Reductions 
can take a range of forms, such as introducing 

decarbonised-but-otherwise-similar versions of 
existing strategies (e.g. low carbon equity indices), 
engaging with existing managers to encourage 
emissions reduction, shifting towards investment 
types that are inherently less carbon-intensive and 
introducing carbon-offsetting investments to 
counterbalance portfolio emissions.

FIGURE 7: DO YOU ASSESS THE CARBON EMISSIONS / FOOTPRINT OF YOUR PORTFOLIO?
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13%

35%

4%

2%

26%

13%
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14%

23%

16%

9%

26%

15%
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22%

26%
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23%

20%

18%

41%

33%

32%

26%

50%

43%

19%

33%

48%

23%
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9%

100%

46%

22%
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21%

No, but we are actively considering thisYes, been doing so for >3 years
No and we are not actively considering thisYes, started 1-3 years ago

Newly introduced/ being introduced now

All investors

ESG considerations of
high importance

ESG considerations of
moderate importance

ESG considerations of
minor importance

ESG considerations of
no importance

>US$25 billion

US$10-25 billion

US$1-10 billion

<US$1 billion

From an asset class perspective, equities lead the 
way here (Figure 8) but the practice of capturing 
carbon emissions data has become increasingly 
widespread across fixed income and even private 
markets – testament to investors seeking an ‘all-

portfolio’, data-driven approach on this and other 
ESG matters. The differences shrink even further if 
we consider the “actively considering” crowd (e.g. 
30% of all private equity investors are currently 
considering doing this).

Investors say:

“We are setting a Net Zero goal so 
will expect managers to demonstrate 
credible alignment e.g. use of the IIGCC 
framework.” Public Pension Fund, UK

“Asset managers should be reporting 
on several ESG risk factors including 
carbon footprint across all strategies, 
whether labelled ESG or not” 
Multilateral Development Bank, USA
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Part 1: Priorities continued

Impact and SDGs 
The increasing focus on impact measurement 
is not limited to carbon – as will become evident 
in the ‘Portfolio’ section of this report (Figures 14, 
15 and 16). One key trend is the growing proportion 
of investors seeking to map portfolios against the 
UN Sustainable Development Goals, which were 
launched five years ago. Three years ago, 3% 
of investors were doing this; today that figure sits 
at 28% overall and 36% of pension funds. A 
further 38% of investors are “actively considering” 
this. The rise of SDG mapping has, however, led to 
rising concerns about superficial approaches to this 
subject from managers (e.g. ‘SDG-washing’).

Where is the 
investment industry not 
meeting your needs?

FIGURE 8: DO YOU USE ... CARBON REPORTING/MEASUREMENT? ANSWERS BY ASSET CLASS (NOTE THAT 
RESPONDENT GROUP IN EACH CASE ONLY INCLUDES INVESTORS WHO USE THAT ASSET CLASS)
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20%

14%
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19%

23%

1%

1%

30%

28%

24%

20%

47%

40%

34%

24%Equities

Fixed Income

Real Assets

Private Equity

Yes, more than 3 years
Yes, less than 3 years
New/planned (implementation in progress)

Previously did but stopped
No, but considering
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Note: Data extracted from figures 13-16. Note: the responses given for each asset class only include respondents who invest in that 
asset class; see Figure 12 to view how widely asset classes are used by respondents

FIGURE 9: DO YOU MAP PORTFOLIO IMPACT AGAINST THE UN SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT GOALS?
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Pension fund

Foundation / endowment

Insurer / healthcare
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Family office

Other

“Measuring SDG exposure and 
the possibility of implementing 
SDG targets.” Corporate 
Pension Fund, Netherlands
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Part 1: Priorities continued

Personnel and policies 
44% of investors have specific headcount dedicated 
to ESG or responsible investment. In most cases, 

that headcount has risen in the last three years 
(32%), with a particularly notable increase evident 
among insurers.

More than two thirds of investors now have an 
ESG policy, with a further 17% developing one 
at the moment. There is rapid evolution taking 
place around ESG policy development: 47% of the 
investors with an ESG policy said it was incepted 
within the last three years (2018 onwards), while 
67% of investors with ESG policies have changed it 
at least once since it was introduced. 

It’s worth noticing that the presence of an ESG 
policy doesn’t necessarily mean that the investor 
considers ESG issues to be important to their 
investment strategy or implementation – almost 
half of investors who consider ESG matters to be 
of “minor importance” to investment either have a 
policy or are developing one.

FIGURE 10: DO YOU HAVE A HEADCOUNT DEDICATED TO ESG/RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT AND HAS THIS 
CHANGED?

50%

18%

20%

35%

27%

32%

3%

15%
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18%

12%

5%

47%

82%

60%

59%

54%

56%All investors

Pension fund
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Family office

Other

Yes, decreasing in the last three yearsYes, increasing in the last three years
NoYes, stable in the last three years

FIGURE 11: DO YOU HAVE AN ESG / RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT / SUSTAINABLE INVESTMENT POLICY? 
(RESULTS ANALYSED BY INVESTOR’S VIEW ON ESG IMPORTANCE TO THEIR INVESTMENT APPROACH, 
PER FIGURE 3)
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Part 2: Portfolios

ESG adoption by asset class 
ESG now truly is an ‘all-portfolio’ issue, with 
investors reporting ‘high’ or ‘partial’ ESG integration 
across a wide range of asset classes. Although 
Developed Market Equities still lead the pack on this 
front, Real Assets are close behind and even sectors 
such as Sovereign Debt and Hedge Funds – at the 
bottom of the list – are increasingly involved. Private 
Debt portfolios, for example, exhibit at least some 
ESG integration for 67% of investors.

Figure 12 also conveys large scope for development 
with very high ‘partial integration’ figures across the 
board. Note: these descriptors were self-selected by 
investors – we did not define what ‘high’ and ‘partial’ 
integration look like – indicating the investor’s own 
view that may be room for advancement.

FIGURE 12: HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE YOUR ESG APPROACH ACROSS ASSET CLASSES?
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12%Developed Market Equities
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Investment Grade Credit
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Sovereign Debt
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73%

74%
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85%
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43%

24%

65%

48%
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%
invest

Note: bars only show results for investors who use that asset class. The proportion of respondents shown for each asset class 
is indicated in the column to the left of the chart (i.e. 48% of respondents use hedge funds and, of that group, 7% describe their 
approach in hedge funds as “high ESG integration”).

We asked: where is the investment industry not meeting your needs?

Private markets 
“ESG data available on private assets is poor.” 
“In private markets there is a lack of 
transparency and comparability of ESG metrics.”

“It is difficult screening [for ESG] in Private 
Markets”

Emerging markets 
“Quality of ESG data is still weak in 
Emerging Markets”

Real assets 
“Not enough offers in land, agriculture”
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Part 2: Portfolios continued

Implementation approaches by asset class 
 
Equities 
A wide range of ESG approaches have recently 
become – and are continuing to become – 
significantly more popular within equities, illustrating 
not only greater activity but also richer diversity 
of activity. 

When it comes to fresh converts, (“new / 
implementation in progress”) Carbon Reporting 
leads the way, while Impact Investment and Impact 

Reporting have the highest “actively considering” 
percentages - indicative of future trends. The 
proportion of investors doing ESG Integration 
(ESG assessment as part of the investment 
decision-making process) has doubled. Meanwhile, 
there been a far more modest swing in favour of 
negative screening (41% of investors were doing 
this >3 years ago, 59% today with 3% abandoning 
the practice). One additional key trend not 
evidenced here is the rise of passive ESG equity 
investment, especially in ‘decarbonised’ indices 
(see comments).

FIGURE 13: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ESG APPROACHES DO YOU USE IN EQUITIES? 
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"ESG integration" (ESG assessment

as part of investment process)

"Active engagement" (via asset managers)

"Negative screening" (Sectors/ companies)

"Carbon reporting/measurement"

"Active engagement" (Directly with investee companies)

"Thematic investment" (Companies/sectors associated
with ESG themes, e.g. renewable energy)

"Impact reporting/measurement" (Aside from carbon)

"Impact investment" (Explicit intention of positive
E/S/G impacts)

Yes, more than 3 years
Yes, less than 3 years
New/planned
(implementation in progress)

Previously did but stopped
No, but considering
No, not considering

Investors say: 

“All our equity and fixed income investments are 
in Funds. We have an overview on all of them 
through a service build on MSCI data. Some 
funds are further ahead in reporting ESG than 
others.” Sovereign Wealth Fund, Finland

“Managers are weak on proxy voting, both on 
director elections and shareholder proposals.” 
State Treasurer’s Office, USA

“Our equity allocation is based upon MSCI Low 
Carbon Target Index - so a “tilt” rather than 
screening.” Corporate Pension Fund, UK

“We measure our direct listed equity portfolio 
exposure to SDG contribution. Our direct 

listed equity portfolio benchmark is an ESG 
index. The majority of our passive external 
equity investments are in ESG ETFs.” Pension 
Insurance Company, Finland

“Our engagement is done on a combined Equity 
and Fixed Income basis via one external ESG 
partner.” Pension Fund, Germany

“We have a total fund strategy for sustainable 
investment based on our belief that long term 
value creation requires stewardship of three 
forms of capital: financial, human and natural 
capital.” Public Pension Fund, US
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Part 2: Portfolios continued

Fixed income  
The picture in fixed income, as is the case again 
in the following asset class categories, bears a 
notable resemblance to the equities chart already 
shown. While the overall percentages are lower, we 
again see a very aggressive trend towards adoption 
of relevant practices. Only 29% of fixed income 
investors were doing ESG integration in this asset 
class more than three years ago; today, if we include 
new entrants, that figure is now 64%. Again, the 

“actively considering” figures are particularly high 
in impact reporting, carbon reporting and impact 
investment.

We also see a meaningful shift towards thematic 
investment in areas such as Green Bonds. Of 
course, as always in this space, definitions vary and 
dynamics are complicated: not all investors would 
agree, for instance, that Green Bonds should be 
described as a thematic investment.

FIGURE 14: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ESG APPROACHES DO YOU USE IN FIXED INCOME?
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of investment process)

"Negative screening" (Sectors/ companies)

"Active engagement" (via asset managers)

"Carbon reporting/measurement"

"Impact investment" (Explicit intention of
positive E/S/G impacts)

"Active engagement" (Directly with investee companies)

"Impact reporting/measurement" (Aside from carbon)

"Thematic investment" (Companies/sectors associated
with ESG themes, e.g. renewable energy)

Yes, more than 3 years
Yes, less than 3 years
New/planned
(implementation in progress)

Previously did but stopped
No, but considering
No, not considering

Investors say: 

“Our engagement as a bond holder is not the 
same as with equity - we integrate via our due 
diligence and when credit committees are 
formed during bankruptcy for example, 
and have control rights.” Public Pension 
Fund, USA

“We believe in integration & engagement, 
rather than negative screening. Minimal 
negative screens are being implemented 
(e.g. revenue from oil sands etc).” Insurer, UK

“We’re considering the use of Artificial 
Intelligence for our internal ESG score 
processes.” Corporate Pension Fund, Canada

“We have investments in Green Bonds but this 
is not considered as thematic investing, it’s 
part of the total portfolio.” Pension Insurance 
Company, Finland
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Part 2: Portfolios continued

Private markets 
While illiquid asset classes bring particularly 
significant challenges in terms of data availability and 
reporting (see page 14), we again see major positive 
swings for a range of approaches, particularly ESG 

integration. These asset classes also saw some 
of the highest “actively considering” percentages, 
particularly in carbon reporting and impact 
reporting/measurement.

Investors say: 

FIGURE 15: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ESG APPROACHES DO YOU USE IN PRIVATE EQUITY?
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FIGURE 16: WHICH OF THE FOLLOWING ESG APPROACHES DO YOU USE IN REAL ASSETS?
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“We work through platforms like GRESB and 
GRESB Infrastructure … We also have moved to 
“funds of one” for better alignment of interest.” 
Public Pension Fund, USA

“As a limited partner, we are both protected by 
and constrained regarding engagement … the 
GP has the key role.” Public Pension Fund, USA

“We’re only investing in fully-owned real estate 
assets and are taking care of energy efficiency 
in purchases for at least 6 years.” Pension 
Fund, France

“[In manager selection] we have strong preference 
for GRESB participation; we request case studies 
showing impact, even if not specifically an 
‘impact fund’. Public Pension Fund, UK
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Part 2: Portfolios continued

A note of caution on data comparison 
As well as looking at data for the four asset classes 
in figures 13-16 separately to note the relative 
prevalence of ESG approaches within an asset 
class, it is interesting to compare the different 
charts to note the variations between asset classes. 
However, comparisons should be done with care, 
since the respondent group is different in each 

Investment beliefs – 
ESG and outperformance 
Four in five equity investors believe that ESG 
integration will be associated with outperformance 
in the next three years (35% “strongly agree” 47% 

case: the vast majority of investor respondents use 
equities but, as shown in Figure 12, fewer than three 
quarters use private equity. In order to illustrate 
this point, below is a chart presenting results from 
the same sub-question in two different ways (all 
respondents for each asset class are shown on the 
left; only respondents who use all four of the asset 
classes are shown on the right). 

“somewhat agree”). Real asset investors also show 
relatively strong expectations, while the feedback 
on fixed income was more muted – only 17% of 
investors in this space “strongly agree”.

FIGURE 17: [DO YOU USE …] ESG INTEGRATION? (LEFT: ALL INVESTORS WHO USE EACH ASSET CLASS. 
RIGHT: DATA ONLY FOR INVESTORS WHO USE ALL FOUR ASSET CLASSES)
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FIGURE 18: HOW STRONGLY DO YOU AGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT? “I BELIEVE THAT ESG INTEGRATION 
WILL BE ASSOCIATED WITH OUTPERFORMANCE OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS”
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30% 49% 12% 9%

35% 47% 8% 10%Equities

Real Assets (RE, Infra)

Private Equity

Bonds

Strongly agree (outperformance expected)
Somewhat agree

Somewhat disagree
Strongly disagree (no outperformance expected)

8% 37% 29% 26%Hedge Funds
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Part 2: Portfolios continued

What’s driving those positive expectations? Respondents largely fell into two camps: those citing the 
fundamental superiority of firms with stronger ESG characteristics and those focusing on the ESG theme’s 
own popularity.

Longer-term horizons significantly improve conviction 
around relative performance, with 59% of investors 
saying they “strongly agree” that ESG integration will 
be associated with outperformance over the next  

20 years. That being said, various investors 
made the case that future outperformance or 
diversification will be eroded by mainstreaming.

What will be the primary driver of outperformance? Investors say:

FIGURE 19: INVESTORS WHO “STRONGLY AGREE” THAT ESG INTEGRATION WILL BE ASSOCIATED WITH 
OUTPERFORMANCE OVER THE NEXT 20 YEARS VS. OVER THE NEXT 3 YEARS
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Fundamentals

“ESG oriented companies are the better 
companies: long term approach.”

“Avoiding poor practices and governance.”

“Climate risks, stranded asset risks.”

Flows

“Market demand for ESG equity will increase.”

“In the short term the amount of money being 
forced into ESG themed assets should result in 
some outperformance.”

“Market flows will reprice compliant investment 
choices/stocks.”

“Market sentiment becoming more and more in 
favour of ESG factors, maybe also caused by 
external shocks like sudden legislation changes.”
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Part 2: Portfolios continued

It’s interesting to note some regional differences 
around this question, with a higher proportion of 
European investors anticipating outperformance and 

North American asset owners showing significantly 
lower conviction – especially for equities and 
private equity. 

FIGURE 20: INVESTORS WHO “STRONGLY AGREE” THAT ESG INTEGRATION WILL BE ASSOCIATED WITH 
OUTPERFORMANCE OVER THE NEXT THREE YEARS - SHOWN BY REGION
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Note: only “strongly agree” shown here; these geographical distinctions are very watered down when the “somewhat agree” figures 
are taken into consideration.

What about relative performance over the longer term? Investors say:

Yes

“Transition risk and physical risk will materialise. 
Advanced ESG investors will be better 
positioned than others.”

“Strong ESG considerations will delineate the 
long-term winners from the losers, as those 
will be better able to adapt to a fast-changing 
world.”

“Big regulatory headwinds are coming for poor 
ESG investments.”

But…

“Not expected to outperform because everyone 
will already have ESG integration.”

“In 20 years’ time we will not have non-ESG 
investments, everything will have an ESG-
component.”

“It will not be a diversifying feature any more.”

“We need to have in mind that ESG criteria will 
be changing according to new social priorities.”
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Part 3: Providers

The importance of ESG in manager and 
consultant selection 
A full 60% of investors indicated that ESG issues 
play a major role in manager selection, versus 41% 
of investors who responded to a similar question 
in the 2018 bfinance Asset Owner Survey. Again, 
Europeans and large investors were ahead of the 
average. Interestingly, results were very similar 
indeed across institution types.

At a somewhat lower level, 37% of investors indicate 
that ESG criteria are of high importance in consultant 
selection – again, an upwards trend.

median number of external asset 
managers used by respondents, with 
a range from zero to well above 300.

20

Note: the 2018 survey was not an ESG-specific survey, 
meaning that the results are affected by potential bias 
discussed on page 6. It’s also worth noting that the 2018 
study had a higher proportion of US respondents, which 
contributes a negative bias.

FIGURE 21: HOW STRONGLY DO YOU AGREE WITH THIS STATEMENT: “ESG CRITERIA ARE IMPORTANT TO US 
WHEN SELECTING EXTERNAL ASSET MANAGERS”
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FIGURE 22: % OF INVESTORS WHO PROVIDE 
STRONG INDICATION THAT ESG CRITERIA ARE 
IMPORTANT IN MANAGER AND CONSULTANT 
SELECTION - 2020 VS. 2018
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We asked: where is the investment industry not meeting your needs?

Big picture

“Overall the asset management industry is 
moving rather slowly regarding ESG and Climate 
considerations. A lot remains to be done in terms 
of measurement and finding new and innovative 
sources of investments.”

“Strongly supporting the philosophy that 
corporations have public responsibility as well as 
shareholder/profit responsibility.”

Integration

“Integration of ESG into existing funds - many 
managers are using new funds ranges instead.”

“ESG should be the industry standard and not just 
a mere marketing tool.”

“Investment-led rather than marketing-led product.”

Transparency

“There is a lack of transparency on how managers 
are integrating ESG considerations into their 
process.”

“Demonstrable evidence that ESG is feeding into 
investment frameworks and portfolios.”

“Not enough transparency with regard to 
engagement reporting and taking action 
(transactions) on findings.”
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Part 3: Providers continued

ESG as grounds for manager termination 
Broad statements about importance are one 
thing. Yet, when we look at details, distinctions 
emerge. Just 14% of insurers (who led the pack in 
Figure 21) have terminated a manager where ESG 
considerations were a “primary/major factor” and 
that figure only rises to 28% when terminations 
where ESG was a “minor contributing factor” 
are added. Conversely 32% of endowments and 

foundations say they’ve terminated a manager with 
ESG as a “major/primary” factor. This may indicate 
that insurers’ expectations may on average be easier 
to meet.

This was not a practice confined to the warmest 
ESG advocates: 29% of investors who deemed 
ESG to be of “minor importance” in Figure 3 cite 
ESG as a factor in at least one termination.

FIGURE 23: HAVE YOU EVER TERMINATED A MANAGER WHERE ESG CONSIDERATIONS HAVE BEEN A MAJOR 
FACTOR IN THAT TERMINATION? 
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Part 3: Providers continued

What matters in manager selection? 
Manager assessment is, of course, nuanced and 
multi-layered – it would be inappropriate to reduce 
this to a list of tick-boxes. However, Figure 24 does 
try to provide some clarity around investors’ views 
on particular subjects. The majority of equity and 
fixed income investors say they’re “unlikely” to hire 
a manager who is not a signatory of PRI, while 

nearly half expect a dedicated ESG headcount. 
Gender and/or ethnic diversity stands out as a top 
concern for hedge fund investors and the second 
most influential item on the list in private equity. 
It’s important to note that ‘unlikely’ does not mean 
‘never’; that being said, we do note a substantial 
rise in the number of investors setting ‘minimum 
standards’ in this area.

FIGURE 24: “WE WOULD BE UNLIKELY TO HIRE AN EXTERNAL MANAGER IN THIS ASSET CLASS WHO...” 
(NOTE: THE RESPONSE IN EACH ASSET CLASS ONLY INCLUDES INVESTORS WHO INVEST IN THAT ASSET 
CLASS USING EXTERNAL MANAGERS)
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None of the issues would affect
our decision to hire a manager

Investors say:

“These issues in isolation wouldn’t rule a manager 
out, but where a combination is present we would 
rethink the appointment.”

“UN PRI is now a requirement, and we’ve set some 
minimum ESG standards.”

“We have significantly increased our focus on 
manager diversity.”

“We place reliance on asset consultant ESG ratings 
in our external manager assessments.”
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Part 3: Providers continued

Three quarters of investors have “stricter ESG 
criteria” in manager selection than they did three 

years ago, and a similar proportion have modified 
how ESG is handled during manager due diligence.

FIGURE 25: DO YOU HAVE STRICTER ESG CRITERIA FOR MANAGER SELECTION OR HAVE YOU MODIFIED 
TREATMENT OF ESG IN MANAGER DUE DILIGENCE VERSUS 3 YEARS AGO?
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Overall approach

“ESG scoring is not qualitative anymore, it has 
the same weight as other aspects of the 
manager set-up.”

“We attached a higher weight to ESG matters 
in our scoring method for managers.”

“More weight, more systematic.”

“From minimum criteria to, now, relative ESG 
ranking.”

“Introduction of detailed survey of managers.”

We are planning to send ESG Surveys/
Questionnaire and rate the external managers 
with an internal ESG score.”

“We’re looking in more depth at what they 
actually do versus just having a high-score based 
on external data providers.”

Three years ago we would have asked questions 
around ESG but done little with it. Today we 
would evaluate how ESG is integrated into their 
strategy.”

Carbon

“We’ve brought in CO2-emission reduction targets.”

“Now require carbon footprint for equity managers.”

Greater scrutiny on carbon intensity reporting 
and intensity against benchmark.

Greater focus on E, in particular carbon emissions

Reporting requirements, e.g. the ability to 
produce WACI metrics

Active ownership / engagement

“Asking for more information on engagement 
and controversies.”

“Generally, larger focus on active ownership 
and impact approaches.”

“Explicit reporting on voting, ESG engagement, 
etc.”

ESG integration

“Demonstration of ESG component of risk/return 
assessment.”

“We make sure ESG risks are integrated in 
their process (except for Private Equity).”

Reporting

“More detailed questions, especially on reporting.”

“Primarily focused on reporting capabilities. Three 
years ago there was no consideration [for ESG].”
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About bfinance investor research

We continue to conduct investor surveys and benchmarking projects that we hope will support and inform 
our clients, fellow asset owners and the wider investment management community.

Senior investors that take part in bfinance’s investor research receive:

- Advance previews of results (within days of survey closure);

- The opportunity to request segmented results for narrower peer groups for benchmarking purposes;

- Invitations to nominate questions for inclusion in upcoming surveys.

At all times we seek to keep questionnaires concise, relevant and respectful of participants’ valuable time. 
Where possible, we also aim to support important charitable initiatives by making donations on behalf 
of participants.

If you would like to find out more about investor research, suggest questions which you would find useful 
for peer benchmarking or take part in future projects, please do contact our investment content team.

Kathryn Saklatvala 
Head of Investment Content 
ksaklatvala@bfinance.com

Loch Adamson 
Director, Investment Content 
ladamson@bfinance.com

Tara Bhogal 
Analyst 
tbhogal@bfinance.com
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ESG at bfinance

bfinance has been supporting investors in ESG-related matters 2005. 

There is no ‘one size fits all’ when it comes to Responsible Investment, Sustainable Investment, ESG 
or Impact Investing. Our clients have an extremely varied range of priorities and use a diverse range 
of implementation approaches.

• And, finally, we strive for excellence as a firm on 
all aspects of Corporate Social Responsibility, 
conducting business with integrity, in accordance 
with the highest ethical standards and in an 
environmentally and socially responsible manner.

Affiliations / memberships

- Principles for Responsible Investment 

- Pensions for Purpose

- Investment Consultants Sustainability Working 
Group

- The Diversity Project, Catalyst After School 
Program

- Association of Member Nominated Trustees / 
UK Sustainable Investment Forum

Negative screening Screening out sectors or companies that are inappropriate for the investor, such as weapons manufacturers 
or tobacco firms.

ESG integration Including ESG considerations in investment processes and investment decision-making. Sometimes 
described as a dimension of risk management.

Active engagement Exercising direct or indirect engagement to encourage responsible practices among investee companies, 
including active ownership in the case of equities (voting and engaging with management).

Thematic investing Specific ESG-oriented investment strategies including renewable energy infrastructure, social housing. 
These can be within the context of a specific sustainable investment allocation or (more commonly) as 
a standard part of the portfolio.

Impact investing Sometimes viewed as part of thematic investing, “impact investing” now broadly refers to investment 
where there is an intention to derive and measure social/environmental outcomes. Reporting on impact 
can increasingly be obtained for any of the categories above, and may be aligned with the UN Sustainable 
Development Goals.

ESG commitments

• We support clients in developing and 
implementing investment approaches designed 
around their specific ESG needs and objectives, 
with a breadth of experience across all liquid 
and illiquid asset classes. Read our Responsible 
Investment Policy.

• We incorporate ESG-related factors in all manager 
selection engagements, including core data and 
customised information based on specific client 
need. 

• We work to promote better industry understanding 
of ESG issues, which we believe can have 
a material impact on long-term investment 
outcomes. This includes publishing informative 
educational research on key subjects, supporting 
relevant initiatives or bodies listed below and 
providing managers with direct feedback on how 
they compare against peers in this area.

• We pursue strong ESG governance, with 
responsible investment and ESG matters overseen 
by a Responsible Investment Committee that 
reports directly to the firm’s Board. 
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Recent publications available at www.bfinance.com

Asset Owner Survey: 
Managing through 
Uncertainty  
(July 2020)

Manager Intellience and 
Market Trends  
(November 2020)

How are investors reacting
to the 2020 crisis? 
(March 2020)

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PROPRIETARY AND CONFIDENTIAL
This document contains confidential and proprietary information of bfinance and is intended for the exclusive use of the 
parties to whom it was provided by bfinance. Its content may not be modified, sold, or otherwise provided, in whole or 
in part, to any other person or entity without bfinance’s prior written permission.

OPINIONS NOT GUARANTEES
The findings, ratings, and/or opinions expressed herein are the intellectual property of bfinance and are subject to change 
without notice. They are not intended to convey any guarantees as to the future performance of the investment products, 
asset classes, or capital markets discussed. Past performance does not guarantee future results. The value of investments 
can go down as well as up.

NOT INVESTMENT ADVICE
This report does not contain investment advice relating to your particular circumstances. No investment decision should 
be made based on the information contained herein without first obtaining appropriate professional advise and considering 
your own circumstances.

INFORMATION OBTAINED FROM THIRD PARTIES
Information contained herein has been obtained from a range of third-party sources, unless otherwise stated. While the 
information is believed to be reliable, bfinance has not sought to verify it independently. As such, bfinance makes no 
representations or warranties as to the accuracy of the information presented and takes no responsibility or liability 
(including for indirect, consequential, or incidental damages) for any error, omission, or inaccuracy in the data supplied 
by any third party.

https://www.bfinance.co.uk/insights/how-are-investors-reacting-to-the-2020-crisis/
https://www.bfinance.com/insights/asset-owner-survey-managing-through-uncertainty/
https://www.bfinance.com/insights/manager-intelligence-and-market-trends-november-2020/
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This document is purely for information purposes and does not constitute investment advice.  
It is intended for professional clients in approved jurisdictions only. Information has been obtained 
from sources believed to be reliable, however we do not guarantee accuracy.
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